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Purpose of award
This award recognizes significant research and scholarly contributions to the field of Developmental Education.

Criteria for evaluation
• impact of research or publication upon the field of Developmental Education
• recognition of significance by experts in the field

Award
• $500 stipend (to be shared if more than one person is involved with the research project)
• invitation to present at following year's NADE conference

Directions for application:
• letter of nomination summarizing the significance of research findings or publication to the field of Developmental Education (1-2 pages)
• two letters of endorsement by Developmental Education professionals (limit of 1 page per letter)
• supporting material
  ● 1-2 published articles with a photocopy of journal cover and table of contents
  ● 1-2 page summary (from the nominee) of philosophy of Developmental Education as demonstrated by research and goals for future research
• See Appendix W or NADE website for specific requirements for submission of application packet to the Awards Committee Chair by November 15.

Award Honoree
This award honors Dr. Hunter Boylan's lifetime contribution of research and scholarly publications in the field of Developmental Education. He is currently a faculty member in the School of Education at Appalachian State University in Boone, NC, and the Executive Director of the National Center for Developmental Education. He is one of the founders of NADE and of the Council of Learning Assistance and Developmental Education Associations (CLADEA) and served as president of NADE from 1981 to 1983.